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Abstract. We present an overview of experimental data, computer simulations and theoretical
models on crack growth and its stoppage in nanocrystalline ceramics. The focuses are placed
on micromechanisms for improvement of fracture toughness in such ceramic materials. Special
attention is paid to theoretical models describing various modes of plastic deformation at the
nanoscale level, that enhance the fracture toughness of nanocrystalline ceramics.

1. INTRODUCTION
Nanocrystalline ceramics (often called
nanoceramics) represent ceramic materials
consisting of at least one component with
dimensions in the nanometer range (< 100 nm).
Nanoceramics show outstanding mechanical and
functional properties whose potential to transform
so many technologies is really impressive. For
instance, nanoceramics commonly have such
technologically attractive characteristics as superior
strength, superior hardness and good fatigue
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superstrong nanoceramics at ambient temperatures
show both low fracture toughness and poor ductility/
machinability [3,7,8], which are undesired for
practical applications. In particular, the low fracture
toughness of nanocrystalline ceramics, as with
conventional microcrystalline ceramics, is treated
as the key factor limiting their practical utility [1].
Recently, certain progress has been achieved in
enhancement of fracture toughness of ceramic
nanocomposites at comparatively low homologous
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groups reported on enhanced ductility or even
superplasticity of nanoceramics at comparatively low
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experimental data serve as a basis for the
technologically motivated hopes to develop new
superstrong nanocrystalline ceramics with good
fracture toughness. To do so, of crucial interest are
the specific micromechanisms responsible for
enhancement of fracture toughness of nanoceramics.
The main aim of this paper is to provide an overview
of experimental studies, computer simulations and
theoretical models focused on crack growth
processes and micromechanisms for fracture
toughness enhancement in nanoceramics.

2. SPECIFIC STRUCTURAL
FEATURES OF NANOCERAMICS
The crack growth processes in nanoceramics
strongly depend on their structural features and
phase content. This section briefly describes the
specific structural features of single-phase and
composite nanoceramics.
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Fig. 1. Scanning electron microscopy photographs
of Si3N4 nanoceramics. (a) The microstructure of asreceived nanoceramics. (b) Nanoceramics after
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Copyright 2006, with permission from Elsevier.

First, let us consider the structural features of
single-phase nanocrystalline ceramics,
compositionally homogeneous solids consisting of
nanoscale grains (nanocrystallites) divided by grain
boundaries (GBs) (Fig. 1). Their grains are specified
by at least one size d < 100 nm and have a
crystalline structure. In most cases, nanocrystalline
ceramics consist of approximately equiaxed grains
with a narrow grain size distribution (Fig. 1a). At the
same time, there are other examples of grain
geometry in nanocrystalline ceramics [20]. Besides,
in recent years, nanocrystalline ceramics with a
bimodal structure have been produced during
superplastic forming [20]. The bimodal ceramic
structure consists of both nanoscopic and
microscopic rod-like grains (Fig. 1b). (Formation of
such rod-like grains during superplastic deformation
can effectively occur either by the Li mechanism of
grain rotation resulting in coalescence of neighboring
grains [23] or through stress-driven collective GB
migration [24].)
The crystal lattices of grains are misoriented
relative to each other. Neighboring grains are divided
by GBs, flat or faceted layers that carry a geometric
mismatch between adjacent misoriented crystalline
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grains (Fig. 1a). The typical thickness of
conventional (non-amorphous) GBs is around 1 nm.
Amorphous GBs have the thickness ranging from 1
to several nanometers. The atomic structure and
properties of GBs are different from the structure
and properties of grains. In particular, the
arrangement of atoms in GBs is disordered
compared to that in grain interiors. GBs join at triple
junctions that are tubular regions with diameters
around 1-2 nm when they adjoin conventional GBs
(Fig. 1a). Triple junctions of conventional GBs are
recognized as line defects, whose structure and
properties are commonly different from those of GBs
that they adjoin. Triple junctions of amorphous GBs
are commonly amorphous and have typical diameter
ranging from 1 to several nanometers. With the
nanoscale range of grain sizes, both GBs and their
triple junctions occupy large volume fractions in
nanocrystalline ceramic materials and thereby
strongly influence the mechanical properties of these
materials.
In general, one can distinguish the following
specific structural features of single-phase
nanocrystalline ceramics, differentiating them from
conventional coarse-grained polycrystalline ceramic
materials:
(1) Grains have nanoscopic sizes. A typical grain
size d does not exceed 100 nm.
(2) The volume fractions occupied by GBs and their
triple junctions are large in nanocrystalline
ceramics compared to those in coarse-grained
polycrystals.
(3) GBs are short. GB length typically does not
exceed 100 nm.
Now let us turn to the discussion of the specific
structural features of composite nanocrystalline
ceramics, compositionally inhomogeneous solids
containing nanoscale grains (nanocrystallites) of at
least one component phase. Typical composite
nanocrystalline bulk structures are schematically
presented in Fig. 2. They are as follows: a
nanocrystalline composite consisting of
approximately equiaxed nanoscale grains of different
phases (Fig. 2a); a nanocrystalline composite
consisting of grains of one phase, divided by GBs
with a different chemical composition (second
phase) (Fig. 2b); a nanocrystalline composite
consisting of large grains of one phase, embedded
into a nanocrystalline matrix of the second phase
(Fig. 2c); a nanocrystalline composite consisting of
large grains of one phase with nanoscale particles
of the second phase located at GBs between large
grains (Fig. 2d); a nanocrystalline composite
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Fig. 2. Typical composite nanocrystalline bulk
structures. (a) Nanocrystalline composite materials
consisting of tentatively equiaxed nanoscale grains
of different phases. (b) Nanocrystalline materials
consisting of grains of one phase, divided by grain
boundaries with different chemical composition
(second phase). (c) Nanocrystalline composite
materials consisting of large grains of one phase,
embedded into a nanocrystalline matrix of the second
phase. (d) Nanocrystalline composite materials
consisting of large grains of one phase with
nanoscale particles of the second phase located at
grain boundaries between large grains. (e)
Nanocrystalline composite materials consisting of
nanocrystallites of one phase, embedded into the
polycrystalline matrix of the second phase. (f)
Nanocrystalline materials consisting of grains of two
phases, divided by grain boundaries with different
chemical composition (third phase).

consisting of nanocrystallites of one phase,
embedded into the polycrystalline matrix of the
second phase (Fig. 2e); a nanocrystalline
composite consisting of grains of two phases, divided
by GBs with a different chemical composition (third
phase) (Fig. 2f). These and other typical classes of
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nanocomposite solids are discussed in detail by
Niihara et al. [25] and Kuntz et al. [1].
It is difficult to identify the generic structural
features of ceramic nanocomposites, because of
their variety (Fig. 2). In most cases, however, GBs
occupy large volume fractions in nanocomposites
and thereby strongly affect the mechanical and other
properties of these materials. GBs in
nanocomposites often serve as interphase
boundaries characterized by geometric or, in other
words, phase mismatch between different crystalline
lattices of different phases matched at these
boundaries. In this situation, GBs carry both
misorientation and phase mismatches between
crystallites matched at these boundaries.
Note that nanoceramics are commonly
fabricated at highly non-equilibrium conditions.
Therefore, imperfections (voids, contaminations)
typically exist in nanoceramics. Such fabricationproduced imperfections tend to be located at GBs
and their triple junctions.
The special case is represented by amorphous
GBs. Nanocrystalline ceramics, as with their
microcrystalline counterparts, often contain
amorphous GBs whose chemical composition can
either coincide with or be different from that of
nanocrystallites. The width of amorphous GBs
ranges rather widely (from around one to several
nanometers), depending on the chemical
composition and fabrication conditions. Amorphous
triple junctions in such nanoceramics are
significantly extended compared to the triple
junctions of conventional (non-amorphous) GBs in
nanocrystalline ceramics. Nevertheless, in the
nanoceramics with amorphous GBs, the crystalline
phase commonly occupies the largest part of the
volume fraction.
Thus, nanoceramics have specific structural
features. As it will be discussed in the next sections,
the structural features and phase content exert
significant effects on fracture toughness of
nanoceramics.

3. EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON
FRACTURE TOUGHNESS OF
NANOCERAMICS. TOUGHENING
STRATEGIES WHICH DO NOT
INVOLVE PLASTIC FLOW
In this section, we will discuss both the key
experimental data concerning fracture toughness of
nanoceramics and its improvement strategies which
do not involve plastic flow. These experimental data
and (experiment-based) strategies are as follows:
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(i) Nanoceramics (with typical grain sizes d <
100 nm) and ultrafine-grained ceramics (with d <
500 nm) exhibit strength and toughness
enhancement compared to their conventional
microcrystalline counterparts; see, e.g., pioneering
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ultrafine-grained and nanocrystalline ceramic
composites could show the two to five times higher
toughness and strength at room temperature than
those of monolithic materials [1-5,25-27]. Also, it
was pointed out that the hardness, toughness,
strength and fracture resistance for creep and fatigue
at high temperatures as well as the thermal shock
fracture resistance were also strongly improved for
ultrafine-grained and nanocrystalline composites [15,25-27]. The high values of strength of nanoceramics
are treated to be related to the combined effects of
several factors, such as reduction in flaw sizes
(close to nanoscale grain sizes in nanocrystalline
structures) and structural homogenization (leading
to reduction of the residual stress level after
sintering). Nanocomposite design gives a crucial
impact into increase of strength of composite
nanoceramics [1-5, 25-27].
(ii) Cracks in nanocrystalline ceramics with
narrow grain size distributions tend to propagate
along GBs. This statement is supported by the
studies of fracture surfaces of such nanoceramics.
For example, the fracture of TiN ceramics with
nanoscale grains (with the size 18 nm) has an
intergrain character [28]. At the same time, for
nanoceramics containing both nanoscale (with the
size around 80 nm) and microscale (with the size
about 2 m) grains, cracks propagate along the
boundaries of smaller grains but penetrate the interior
regions of larger grains [3,28]. Also, Pei et al. [15]
studied TiC/a-C:H nanocomposite coatings that
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in an amorphous hydrocarbon (a-C:H) matrix. They
observed that microcracks induced by
nanoindentation or sliding wear propagate along the
column boundaries while the coatings without a
columnar microstructure exhibit substantial
toughness.
(iii) The mechanical properties and the fracture
mode of nanoceramics in ceramic nanocomposites
are dependent on the strength of GBs. Therefore,
the mode of crack growth depends on the strength
of different boundaries. For example, in Al2O3tJ:
ceramic nanocomposites, the interfacial fracture
energy between Al2O3 and SiC is twice that of the
alumina GB fracture energy [29]. Besides, in such
nanocomposites, the compressive stress generated
by the SiC located within matrix grain may reinforce
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the Al2O3/Al2O3 GBs [17]. Therefore, the fracture
toughness can be greatly improved, and the strong
boundary may force the crack to deflect into the
Al2O3 grain, thus forming the transgranular fracture
mode, as it was observed by Liu et al. [17].
(iv) Nanoceramics can be toughened by means
of the implantation of hard second-phase fibers that
hinder crack propagation. When a propagating crack
approaches a fiber, it can stretch, debond or fracture.
In the latter two cases, the fiber is pulled out of the
ceramic matrix. The deformation and/or fracture of
the fiber require additional energy expenses for crack
advance and thus increase fracture toughness. As
an alternative, the crack approaching the fiber can
change the direction of propagation and continue
its advance along the fiber-matrix interface. This
leads to crack deflection from its favorable orientation
with respect to the direction(s) of the applied load
and also results in increased fracture toughness [1].
Note that the fracture of a fiber in a ceramic
nanocomposite as the result of crack propagation
can be preceded by plastic deformation of the fiber.
A theoretical analysis of such a mechanism of fiber
fracture and pullout for the case of nanotubereinforced ceramic nanocomposites, realized through
the formation of circular dislocation loops around
the nanotube, has recently been suggested [30]. It
has been shown [30] that the generation and slip of
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matrix interface can be energetically favorable and
barrier-less under a high but still realistic local shear
stress acting in the interface near the crack surface.
Among various kinds of fibers, one can distinguish carbon nanotubes that have recently drawn
much attention as reinforcing fibers due to their high
strength (see, e.g., reviews [31,32] and original pacXe
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observed the 24% increase in fracture toughness
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alumina composite, compared to that for the
unfilled nanophase alumina (from 3.4 to 4.2
MPa m1/2). Siegel et al. [16] observed that damage
delocalization occurs as a result of well-dispersed
nanotubes in the matrix.
Besides MWNTs, single-walled carbon
nanotubes (SWNTs) have been used to reinforce
nanocrystalline ceramics [9,37t,-SJNEKfTe
X
considered to be preferred for making composites,
because the inner layers of MWNTs do not
contribute considerably to carrying load, and
therefore, for a given volume fraction of tubes, the
stiffness of nanoceramic composites reinforced by
MWNTs is lower than that of composites reinforced
by SWNTs [46]. Moreover, the use of SWNTs as
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reinforcing elements in the Al2O3 matrix has resulted
in a dramatic increase in fracture toughness [9,39].
In particular, following Zhan et al. [9], the fracture
g
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nanocomposite (8.1 MPa m1/2) is more than twice
that of pure alumina (3.3 MPa m1/2), and there is
almost no decrease in hardness. Moreover, for 10
i
b JNEKt82O3 nanocomposite, the toughness
appeared to be as high as 9.7 MPa m1/2, which is
nearly three times that of pure Al2O3 sintered under
identical conditions. The higher fracture toughness
of SWNT-reinforced alumina nanoceramics
compared to their MWNT-reinforced counterparts has
been attributed primarily to the differences in the
ability to transfer load from the matrix to the
nanotubes. (The internal shells of MWNTs are unable
to bond to the alumina matrix, and, therefore, tensile
loads are carried entirely by the external shell [9].)
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nanocomposites can be associated with a unique
entangling network structure of nanotubes, which
leads to crack deflection along the continuous
interface between carbon nanotubes and
nanocrystalline alumina matrix grains [9].
At the same time, there is some controversy
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composites. For example, following Padture [32],
the fracture toughness may depend on the test used
to measure it. Most researchers use the simple
indentation test to measure the toughness, which
may not be valid for these composites (see Padture
[32] and references therein). Other toughness tests
(not based on indentation) show either no toughening
[37], significant toughening [41] (two-fold increase
over unreinforced ceramic) or unclear results [45].
Recently, Padture [32] has assumed that a high
increase in fracture toughness observed in some
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due to the action of a specific toughening
mechanism, namely uncoiling and stretching of
SWNTs. This mechanism is based on two
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first peculiarity is that the ends of SWNTs are
located at GBs, which serve as anchors for SWNTs.
The second specific feature of such composites lies
in the fact that SWNTs, which are highly flexible,
are commonly rolled, forming complicated tangles.
As a result, when an advancing crack approaches
a conventional rigid bridging fiber, the latter stretches
or detaches from the matrix. At the same time, if a
crack approaches SWNTs, the latter can uncoil (or
unfurl) in the crack wake. With further propagation
of the crack, the uncoiled SWNTs stretch, and
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eventually the SWNT bridges far behind the crack
tip pullout or detach from the GBs and/or fail [32].
Along with the toughening by means of the
implantation of hard fibers, nanoceramics can be
dramatically toughened through a phase
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containing zirconia. Transformation-induced
toughening is based on the transformation of zirconia
from the tetragonal to the monoclinic phase. This
transformation occurs under an applied stress
concentrated near a crack tip and should be
stabilized by a dopant (yttria or yttria-based
composite). The transformation creates inelastic
strain that locally relieves the stress field near the
crack tip and thus significantly increases fracture
toughness. The effect of transformation in zirconia
on fracture toughness strongly depends on the
zirconia grain size [48,51]. Besides the use as a
major phase of ceramics, nanocrystalline zirconia
is exploited as a toughening agent in alumina-based
nanoceramics [51].
Also, Choi et al. [52] and Choi and Awaji [53]
suggested a qualitative description/strategy for
modest enhancement of fracture toughness in
composite nanoceramics consisting of
polycrystalline matrix with embedded nanoparticles
located at GBs and/or in grain interiors (Figs. 2d
and 2e). Within this approach, during fabrication of
such composite nanoceramics, the misfit stresses
between the matrix and dispersed particles create
misfit dislocations at interphase boundaries between
the nanoparticles and the matrix. When temperature
decreases, misfit dislocations move into grain
interiors of the matrix. Propagation of a crack
through the dislocated matrix initiates generation of
nanocracks at these dislocations serving as stress
sources. As a result of multiple generation of
nanocracks in the vicinity of a crack tip, elastic
energy in part releases, and crack growth is
hampered [52,53].
Thus, as it has been shown in experiments,
fracture toughness of nanoceramics is sensitive to
their structure and nanocomposite design. There are
several approaches (which do not involve plastic flow
and are based on experiments) to enhancement of
fracture toughness of ceramic nanocomposites at
comparatively low homologous temperatures. These
include conventional approaches typical of ceramics
with various grain sizes (e.g., toughening by hard
fibers, toughening by phase transformations) as well
as strategies exploiting the specific nanostructural
features (e.g., toughening by carbon nanotubes,
toughening due to effects of misfit dislocations
generated at nanoparticle/matrix interfaces).
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4. TOUGHENING MECHANISMS
ASSOCIATED WITH NANOSCALE
PLASTIC DEFORMATION IN
NANOCERAMICS: THEORETICAL
MODELS AND COMPUTER
SIMULATIONS
4.1. Toughening mechanisms
associated with plastic flow in
nanoceramics. General aspects
Along with the toughening mechanisms related to
either the composite structure of nanoceramics or
phase transformations, fracture toughness of
nanoceramics can be enhanced due to the
mechanisms associated with nanoscale plastic
deformation. In general, plastic deformation in
nanoceramics has its specific peculiarities due to
the specific structural features of nanoceramics,
differentiating them from conventional
microcrystalline ceramics. With the specific
peculiarities of plastic deformation in nanoceramics,
several specific toughening micromechanisms/
strategies have been proposed. The specific
toughening micromechanisms/strategies involve
nanoscale plastic flow as the crucial factor
effectively hampering crack growth. The toughening
micromechanisms/strategies related to nanoscale
plastic flow are typically based on theoretical
models and computer simulations of crack growth.
In this section, we will discuss the key toughening
micromechanisms/strategies associated with
nanoscale plastic flow in nanoceramics.
It is well known that lattice dislocation slip tg
[X
Wb aTag bWX bYcTfgVYbj a Xg
Tft f
suppressed in ceramics at ambient temperatures.
The suppression is dictated by a high Peierls barrier
for lattice dislocation slip. (A high Peierls barrier in
ceramics is attributed to narrow cores of dislocations
as well as to ionic and covalent interatomic bonds
[54].) Nevertheless, lattice dislocation slip effectively
operates in conventional microcrystalline ceramics
at high homologous temperatures (exceeding
temperature 0.5T m, where T m is the melting
temperature). At the same time, lattice dislocation
slip is hampered or even suppressed in
nanocrystalline ceramics, even at high homologous
temperatures.
In nanocrystalline ceramic materials, as well as
in nanocrystalline metals, the role of lattice
dislocation slip is diminished due to nanoscale and
interface effects. At the same time, in these materials
alternative deformation modes mediated by grain and
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In particular, such alternative deformation modes
represent GB sliding, GB diffusional creep (Coble
creep), triple junction diffusional creep and rotational
deformation mode in nanocrystalline materials
R
*+-/t..S
For instance, the first stage of plastic deformation
in nanoceramics predominantly occurs in the
interfacial phase [56,67]. With an increase in the
applied stress level, both intergranular and
intragranular deformation processes occur in
nanocrystalline SiC [67]. In this event, intragranular
deformation is realized through emission of lattice
dislocations from the interfacial phase, their slip in
nanoscale grains and absorption at interfaces [67].
(This process is very similar to plastic flow involving
emission of lattice dislocations from either low- or
high-angle GBs in nanocrystalline metals [58,68,69].
The active role of the specific (alternative) deformation
modes in plastic flow in nanoceramic materials is
capable of causing specific toughening mechanisms
in these materials.
Let us consider the effects of plastic deformation
in nanoceramics on their fracture toughness. In
general, one expects conventional and new
toughening mechanisms to operate in
nanocrystalline single-phase and composite
ceramics. For instance, as with their microcrystalline
counterparts, nanoceramics can be toughened by
means of the implantation of inclusions of a ductile
(metallic) phase. Following Kuntz et al. [1], the
ductile phase can lead to the toughening of the
composite either through ductile yielding in the
region of a propagating crack or by ductile bridging
ligaments in the crack wake. In the first case, crack
propagation is hindered due to the plastic
deformation of the ductile phase or blunting of the
crack tip at a ductile particle. In the second case,
crack propagation is retarded by ductile bridging
ligaments in the crack wake. This occurs when the
crack tip propagates past a ductile-phase grain that
then bridges the crack wake and must be pulled to
failure or debonds from the surrounding matrix. Note
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operating in microcrystalline ceramics [1]. At the
same time, the action of these conventional
mechanisms in nanoceramics has its specific
features due to the specific structural features (first
of all, the presence of nanoscale crystallites and a
large amount of the interfacial phase) of the
nanoceramics.
In addition to the conventional mechanisms,
special (new) toughening mechanisms are expected
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to effectively operate in nanoceramics due to the
nanoscale and interface effects. In particular, strong
candidates for such special mechanisms are the
toughening by interface-mediated plastic
deformation, the toughening by local lattice rotation
in nanoscale crystallites, the toughening by stressdriven GB migration, and the toughening by
enhanced interfacial diffusion. The special toughening
mechanisms in nanoceramics should be controlled
by the nanoscale plastic flow processes. These
processes result in nanoscale structural
inhomogeneities releasing, in part, the stresses near
the propagating crack tip. In particular, such plastic
flow processes as intense interfacial sliding and
Coble creep carried by interfacial defects as well as
transformations of such defects (e.g., nucleation and
climb of interfacial dislocations) create nanoscale
defect configurations whose stress fields, in part,
accommodate the stresses near the propagating
crack tip. Also, nanoscale rotational deformation and
stress-driven GB migration create nanoscale
configurations of disclinations (defects of the
rotational type) causing a similar stress relaxation
near the propagating crack. All these nanoscale
plastic relaxation mechanisms enhance the
toughening behavior of ceramic nanocomposites and
are not typical in microcrystalline ceramics.

4.2. Toughening mechanism
associated with grain boundary
deformation processes.
Phenomenological approach
Recently, Pozdnyakov and Glezer [70] have
theoretically examined the fracture toughness of a
quasi-brittle nanomaterial, where GB deformation
occurs and a large crack propagates through the
consecutive generation of nanocracks near its tip.
The GB deformation has been accounted for by the
introduction of a strengthening coefficient, and the
nanocrack near the tip of a large propagating crack
has been assumed to form if the local stress
exceeds a critical value. As a result, Pozdnyakov
and Glezer [69] concluded that plastic deformation
carried by GBs can significantly increase the fracture
toughness of nanocrystalline ceramics. However, the
exact value of fracture toughness depends on the
strengthening coefficient (which is, in turn,
determined by plastic deformation modes operating
near the crack tip) and cannot be found within this
approach.
Along with the examination of the step-by-step
crack growth along GBs, Pozdnyakov and Glezer
[70] theoretically analyzed the propagation of cracks
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through the regions occupied by grain interiors, GBs
and triple junctions of GBs in nanocrystalline metals
and ceramics. They indicated that the fracture
toughness depends on the volume fractions of grain
interiors, GBs and triple junctions. Also, they
assumed that the critical energy release rate can
be averaged over the volume of the three phases
(grain interiors, GBs and triple junctions) to obtain
the fracture toughness.

4.3. Toughening mechanism
associated with interactions
between lattice dislocations and
grain boundaries. Computer
simulations
Now let us consider computer simulations of fracture
toughness enhancement due to plastic flow in
nanocrystalline materials. Shimokawa et al. [71] has
performed molecular dynamics simulations of an
aluminum bicrystal containing a crack and <112>
tilt grain boundaries. They aimed to explain the
results of experiments [72,73] concerning an
increase in fracture toughness of ultrafine-grained
iron compared to that of coarse-grained iron.
Although their study was focused on ultrafine-grained
metals, their results can possibly be extended to
the case of ultrafine-grained ceramics deformed at
elevated temperatures at which dislocation motion
in ceramics is possible. The same is valid for some
of the computer and theoretical models that will be
discussed below, because they are effective in
description of crack growth in both ceramics and
metals having nanocrystalline structures.
Based on the results of molecular dynamics
simulations, Shimokawa et al. [71] proposed the
following scenario of deformation of ultrafine-grained
metals near crack tips. At the beginning of the
deformation, a crack tip acts as the main dislocation
source and can generate dislocations. These
dislocations produce pile-ups, and the leading
dislocations of these pile-ups stop at the nearby
GBs. The dislocations emitted from the crack tips
reduce stress concentration at the crack tip (that
is, shield the crack), thereby hampering its growth.
As a result, the fracture toughness of a solid
becomes larger than it would be in the case of purely
brittle fracture (without dislocation emission from the
crack tip). However, the stress intensity factor
required for dislocation emission from the crack tip
also increases with the number of dislocations
around the crack tip, and then it becomes difficult
to make further emission of dislocations from the
crack tip. Since the number of dislocations emitted
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Fig. 3. Stress-induced migration of a tilt boundary in a nanocrystalline specimen (two-dimensional model).
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from the crack tip (as well as their shielding effect)
decrease with decreasing grain size, fracture
toughness should become small as the grain size
becomes small. This result within similar models of
dislocation emission from crack tips has also been
obtained previously in analytical models [74,75]. At
the same time, the molecular dynamics simulations
performed in Ref. [71] demonstrated that stress
concentration produced by the crack and dislocation
pile-ups as well as the formation of non-equilibrium
(extrinsic) dislocations in GBs due to dislocation
emission from the crack tip can initiate multiple
dislocation emissions from GBs near the crack tip.
Dislocation emissions from unstable GBs are
accompanied by transformation of GB structure into
the neighboring favored boundary and results in the
formation of an uncompensated dislocation charge
at GBs. The results of molecular dynamics
simulation show that the uncompensated dislocation
charge at GBs is equivalent to that created by a
dipole of GB disclinations. When the dislocations
emitted from GBs have the character of an
antishielding effect on the crack tip, the disclination
dipole necessarily induces a shielding effect on the
crack tip. Disclination shielding can be activated
when a transition of dislocation sources from crack
tips to GBs occurs, and the effect becomes
pronounced as anti-shielding dislocations are
continuously emitted from GBs without dislocation
emissions from crack tips. This mechanism can
shield the stress field around the crack tip and lead
to plastic deformation by dislocation emissions from
GBs; hence it can be expected that the disclination
shielding effect can improve the fracture toughness
in ultrafine-grained and nanocrystalline solids.
Sangid et al. [76] have studied the effect of GBs
on fatigue crack growth in a nanocrystalline NiCo
alloy. They aimed to explain a good resistance of

this alloy to fatigue crack propagation. They suggested that one of the reasons for a good resistance to fatigue crack growth is associated with the
nanocrystalline structure of the alloy. According to
their model, there is competition between dislocation emission from the crack tip and crack advancement. They considered the situation where the fatigue crack propagates through the consecutive
steps of dislocation emission and crack blunting
during the forward loading and crack sharpening and
dislocation emission along another slip plane during
the reverse loading. In a nanocrystalline solid, in
spirit of the approach [74,75], the nearby GBs can
act as stoppers for dislocations and hamper
considerable dislocation emission from crack tips,
thus retarding fatigue crack propagation.

4.4. Stress-driven migration of grain
boundaries as a toughening
mechanism
Now let us consider the effect of stress-driven migration of GBs on fracture toughness of
nanoceramics [77,78]. The stress-driven GB
migration is treated as a special deformation mode
operating in nanocrystalline materials [79,80]. The
stress-driven migration creates GB disclinations (line
defects dividing GB fragments with different
misorientation parameters [81,82]), and the
disclination stress fields hamper crack growth
[79,80]. Following [79], let us discuss the geometry
of the stress-induced GB migration and its
accommodation in nanocrystalline ceramics. In
doing so, in order to simplify our analysis, we
consider a two-dimensional model arrangement of
nanoscale grains with pure tilt GBs, including a
vertical GB that migrates in a rectangular grain as
shown in Fig. 3. The tilt GBs are either low- or high-
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Fig. 4. Grain boundary migration and formation of a disclination quadrupole in a deformed nanoceramic
solid. Reproduced from [78], with permission.

angle boundaries containing discrete or continuously
distributed dislocations, as schematically shown in
Fig. 3. In particular, the vertical GB contains a finitewall-like ensemble of dislocations that provide its
tilt misorientation . In its initial state, the vertical
GB (Fig. 3a) terminates at the GB junctions A and
B, which are supposed to be geometrically
compensated. There are no angle gaps at these
triple junctions or, in other words, the sum of tilt
misorientation angles of all GBs joining at each of
these junctions is equal to zero, where summation
of the angles is performed clockwise along a circuit
surrounding a triple junction [83, 84].
In the case under consideration, the following
balance equations are valid:
1



2

3



4

(for GB junction A),
(for GB junction B).

(1)
(2)

Following the geometric theory of triple junctions
[83,84], the geometrically compensated GB
junctions A and B (Fig. 3a) do not create long-range
stresses.
Let us consider the situation where the vertical
GB migrates from the position AB to the position
8w
9w =Z +U TaW ab bg
[XeTVVb bWTgaZ
structural transformations occur. As a result of the
migration, the angle gaps - and appear at the
GB junctions A and B, respectively [79] (Fig. 3b).
That is, the sum of the misorientation angles at the
junction A after GB migration is 1 + 2, which is
equal to - according to formula (1). The sum of the
misorientation angles at the junction B after GB
migration is 3 + 4, which is equal to according to

formula (2). Also, GB migration results in the formag
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ized by the angle gaps and - , respectively. That
is, the sum of the misorientation angles at the juncg
ba8wfXdhTg
b , as it is directly seen in Fig. 3b.
The sum of the misorientation angles at the juncg
ba9wfXdhTg
b% (Fig. 3b).
Within the theory of defects in solids, the GB
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gaps s are defined as partial wedge disclinations
that serve as powerful stress sources characterized
by the disclination strengths s R
.( 0*t0.SK[X
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quadrupole configuration whose formation
accommodates GB migration coupled to shear in a
nanocrystalline specimen. The disclination
quadrupole creates internal stresses screened at
distances being around the largest size (largest
interspacing between the disclinations) of the
quadrupole.
Morozov et al. [78] have calculated the effect of
GB migration near the tip of a pre-existent crack on
the fracture toughness of nanocrystalline ceramics.
They considered migration of a GB near the tip of a
mode I crack in a nanocrystalline ceramic solid (Fig.
4). Within the model [78], the crack has a length l
and occupies the region (-l < x < 0, y = 0), while the
crack tip x = y = 0 lies in a junction of two GBs. One
of these GBs of length d, denoted as u (Fig. 4), is
supposed to make an angle - with the x-axis
and the right angle with the neighboring GB. Due to
the action of a tensile applied load and its
concentration near the crack tip GB u migrates by
a distance s to a new position uw=Z , >9
migration results in the formation of a disclination

-
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quadrupole, which shields the crack tip and thereby
increases fracture toughness.
Following [78], let us consider the effect of the
disclination quadrupole formed due to GB migration
on the fracture toughness of the nanocrystalline
solid. Within the approach [78], the nanocrystalline
solid was modeled as an elastically isotropic
medium with the shear modulus G TaWGbf
f
baw
f
ratio . In calculation of the fracture toughness of
the nanocrystalline solid, the authors of [78] used
the crack growth criterion [87] based on the balance
between the driving force related to a decrease in
the elastic energy and the hampering force related
to the formation of new free surfaces during crack
growth. In the examined case of the plane strain
state, this criterion has the form [87]:

1 
2

K I K II
2

2

2 e,

(3)

where KI and KII are the intensity factors for normal
(to crack line) and shear stresses, respectively; and
is the effective specific surface energy. Here e =
e
(where is the specific surface energy) for the
crack propagating inside a grain, and e = - b/2
(where b is the specific GB energy) for the crack
that advances along a GB. In the considered situation
where the crack growth direction is perpendicular
to the direction of the external load, the coefficients
KI and KII are given as:
KI

K I k I , K II
q

q

k II .

(4)

Here K I is the stress intensity factor induced by
q
q
the applied load 0, while k I and kII are the intensity
factors for the stresses created by the disclination
quadrupole located near the crack tip (Fig. 4).
Within the macroscopic mechanical description,
g
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accounted for through the introduction of the critical
stress intensity factor KIC. In this case, the crack is
considered as propagating under the action of the
tensile load perpendicular to the crack growth
direction, while the presence of the disclination
quadrupole simply changes the value of K IC
compared to the case of brittle crack propagation.
In these circumstances, the critical condition for the
crack growth can be represented as (see, e.g., [88]):
K I = KIC.
With expressions (2) substituted to formula (1)
and the critical condition K I = KIC taken into
account, one finds the following expression for KIC:

K IC
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(5)

kIC .

In formula (5) K IC
4G e /(1 ) is the fracture
toughness in the disclination-free case (that is, in
the case of brittle fracture with the special rotational
deformation being completely suppressed),
q
q
q
q
kIIC kII
and kIC kI
. In order to characKI

K IC

KI

K IC

terize the effect of the disclination quadrupole
produced by the special rotational deformation (Fig.
4) on crack growth, one should compare the critical
stress intensity factor KIC with the quantity K IC .
Following [78], let us consider the critical stress
intensity factor KIC in the situation where the
disclination quadrupole forms near the crack, as
shown in Fig. 4. Along with the Cartesian coordinate
system (x,y) one introduces a polar coordinate
system (r, ) with the origin at the crack tip (see
Fig. 4). The quadrupole arms are assumed to be
small compared to the crack length l (s,d << l).
This assumption allows one to model the crack as
a semi-infinite crack in the calculation of the stress
q
q
intensity factors kI and k II . (In the limit of a semiinfinite crack, the disclination at the crack tip becomes located at an external free surface and disappears, in which case the disclination quadrupole
transforms into three disclinations.) The stress inq
q
tensity factors kI and kII for the disclination quadrupole shown in Fig. 4 are given as follows [78]:
q
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sin 3
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/2 ,

r k = rk/d, and rk and k are the coordinates of the
kth disclination (k = 1,2,3) and - < k
. For the
disclination quadrupole shown in Fig. 4 and in the
t 1, r3 =
range - <  , we have: r 1 = 1, r2
t; 1 = , 2 = - /2 + arccot t + 2 (-- /2 arccot t), 3 = - /2 + 2 (- /2 - ), (x) is the
Heaviside function equal to unity for x > 0 and zero
otherwise.
The equilibrium value of the GB migration length
should correspond to a minimum of the W
2
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associated with the formation of the disclination quadrupole (Fig. 4). The energy change W has been
calculated in [78]. In the calculation, the weak effect of the crack on the disclination quadrupole self-energy
was neglected while the influence of the crack on the interaction of the quadrupole with the stress field due
to the applied tensile load was rigorously taken into account. As a result, Morozov et al. [78] obtained the
following expression for the energy change W:
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where D = G/[2 (1 - )], t = s/d, as above,
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obtains that at > 0, GB migration in the direction shown in Fig. 4 is possible. In the case 0  , GB
migration also takes place but in the opposite direction.
The equilibrium length s0 of GB migration, if it exists, follows from the relation
W / ss s
0 and
formulae (7) and (8). The equation for s0 has the form
0

G

d

1  K I f ( , t ) / t

2

,

3t ln(1 1/ t )
2
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t t0

where t0 = s0/d.
q
q
Now let us calculate the stress intensity factors kI and kII for the case where the equilibrium length of
GB migration (characterized by the equality t = t0) exists. Substituting the latter equality and formula (12) to
q
q
q
q
the expressions for kI and kII , one obtains kI = A K I , k II = B K I , where
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Insertion of the latter relations for kI and kII to formula (5) and solving the resulting equation for KIC yields

K IC

K IC
1 A

.
2

B

(14)

2

As follows from formula (14), GB migration increases the value of KIC (that is, provides fulfillment of the
condition KIC > K IC ) if -2 < A < 0 and B
A A 2 . Besides, from formula (13) it follows that the
quantities A and B depend on the parameters and t0 only. As a consequence, the normalized critical
stress intensity factor KIC/ K IC (calculated using formula (14)) also depends on and t0 only. In turn, the
parameter t0 can be related to the disclination strength and material parameters. For this purpose,
consider a critical crack (characterized by the equality KIC = K IC ) and substitute this equality, formula (14)
and the relation K IC

4G

e

/ 1  to formula (12). Then one finds:
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that only one GB migrates near the tip of any crack
(migration of two or more GBs will, apparently,
increase fracture toughness). Assuming that the
angle is random, we introduce a distribution in 
described by the distribution function () = 1/(2 ),
- < 
. Taking into account that KIC(, ) =
KIC(-, ) [78], the fracture toughness K IC can be
calculated as

Fig. 5. Dependences of the normalized fracture
toughness KIC/ K IC and normalized migration length
s0/d on the parameter
Gd / 4 e 1  , that
characterizes the disclination strength , for =
/6.

e

1 
f ( , t ) / t

2
3

1 A

K IC ( , ) d .

1/

(16)

0

Using formula (16), let us calculate the fracture
toughness for the case of nanocrystalline ceramic
3C-SiC with the following parameter values: G = 217
GPa, = 0.23, = 1.84 [78] and d = 15 nm. Then
for the case of an intragrain crack and d = 15 nm,
one has K IC / K IC 1.133, 1.108, and 1.102, for =
5p
, 15p
, and 30p
, respectively. For the case of an

Gd
4

K IC ( )

2

B t ln 1 1/ t
2

.

(15)

2
t t0

The dependences of the normalized critical stress
intensity factor KIC/ K IC and normalized equilibrium
migration length s 0 /d on the parameter

Gd / 4 e 1  , calculated using formulae
(14) and (15), are shown in Fig. 5 for the case =
/6. As follows from Fig. 5, for a GB of specified
length d, the equilibrium GB length s0 decreases
with an increase in , while the critical stress
intensity factor KIC increases with . At small enough
the equilibrium GB length tends to infinity. In this
case, GB migration should in reality be restricted
only by the presence of neighboring GBs.
Following [78], assume that fracture in the
examined nanocrystalline solid occurs through
multiple crack propagation, which is affected by the
formation of numerous disclination quadrupoles near
crack tips. Taking into account the short-range
character of the stress field of disclination
quadrupoles, Morozov et al. [78] also supposed that
crack propagation is affected only by the migration
of the GB adjacent to the crack tip. Besides, for
simplicity, Morozov et al. [78] neglected the
distribution of GBs over misorientation angles and
put the misorientations of all GBs equal to .
In this case, as a first approximation, the fracture
toughness of the nanocrystalline solid can be
defined as the average value of KIC over various values
of the angle . For simplicity, following [78], suppose

intragrain crack and d = 30 nm, we have: K IC / K IC
1.124, 1.104, and 1.102 , for = 5p
, 15p
, and 30p
,
respectively. As follows from these data, weakly
increases with a decrease in GB misorientation
angle and/or grain size d. In general, in 3C-SiC
GB migration can increase fracture toughness by
10-15%.

4.5. Nanoscale twin deformation and
Ashby-Verall creep as toughening
mechanisms
Recently, nanoscale twin deformation carried by
partials emitted from GBs has been theoretically
shown to be a specific toughening mechanism in
nanocrystalline ceramics and metals [90]. The model
[90] describes the generation of deformation twins
near cracks of mixed I and II modes in
nanocrystalline metals and ceramics. In the
framework of the model, a deformation twin
nucleates through stress-driven emission of twinning
dislocations from a GB distant from the crack tip.
The deformation twin nucleation releases, in part,
high local stresses near the crack tip and thereby
enhances fracture toughness.
Also, creep deformation conducted by GB
processes (Ashby-Verall creep carried by intergrain
sliding accommodated by GB diffusion and grain
rotations [91,92]) has been suggested as a
toughening mechanism inherent to nanocrystalline
metals [93,94]. Although the focus of Refs. [93] and
[94] is on nanocrystalline metals, their approach
can be extended to the situation with nanoceramics.
At the same time, the creep deformation considered
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Fig. 6. Edge dislocation at the amorphous intergranular boundary near the tip of a long crack that
intersects the boundary. Reproduced from [95], with
permission.

in these references is a slow diffusion-controlled
process which can effectively contribute to
toughening of nanocrystalline materials only in the
limiting partial cases where diffusion is very fast (at
high temperatures) and/or crack growth is extremely
slow.

4.6. Grain boundary sliding as a
toughening mechanism
Nevertheless, there are expectations that GB sliding can effectively contribute to toughening of
nanocrystalline materials in a more general situation
with comparatively wide ranges of crack tip velocity
and temperature. For instance, let us consider the
specific toughening mechanism associated with GB
sliding in nanoceramics with amorphous GBs [95].
It is known that the mechanical behavior of
nanocrystalline ceramics is strongly influenced by
GB deformation processes in amorphous GBs often
existing in such materials; see, e.g., experimental
WTg
TR
)*(t**S
and computer simulations [67,96].
For instance, following experimental data on Si3N4based ceramics and ceramic composites,
compressive creep in these materials takes place
g
[e
bhZ[ >9 f WaZ R
1/t)(*S 8fb Y
b bjaZ
computer simulations [67,96] of the evolution of the
nanocrystalline cubic phase of silicon carbide (3CSiC) under a mechanical load, plastic deformation
intensively occurs within amorphous GBs in these
nanocrystalline ceramics.
Bobylev et al. [95,103] have studied the effect of
GB sliding on crack growth in nanocrystalline
ceramics. They assumed that GB sliding is not
accommodated at low temperatures and is accommodated at high enough temperatures. Following
[95,103], first, consider the situation where the solid
is strained at a sufficiently low temperature (T<TGBD),
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where TGBD 0.3Tm is the temperature of activation
GB diffusion and Tm is the melting temperature. In
this case cracks initiate GB sliding which leads to
generation of immobile dislocations at triple junctions of GBs. The GB-sliding-produced dislocations
cause partial stress relaxation in the vicinities of
crack tips and thereby hamper crack growth. A dislocation (Fig. 6) is generated due to GB sliding along
an amorphous GB in a nanocrystalline ceramic
specimen. The Burgers vector magnitude of the dislocation at the boundary gradually grows [95] (because of GB sliding arrested at the triple junction)
in parallel with local plastic strain carried by GB
sliding in this boundary. The direction of the dislocation Burgers vector is parallel to the boundary line
(plane in the three-dimensional case). The examined dislocations are treated in terms of the Volterra
theory of dislocations in continuum media [104,105]
as dislocation-like sources of internal stresses (but
not conventional lattice dislocations). Such dislocations are commonly immobile at triple junctions
of amorphous GBs (Fig. 6).
Following Bobylev et al. [95,103], consider a
nanocrystalline ceramic solid consisting of
nanoscale grains divided by GBs and containing a
long and flat mode I crack of length l. Let the crack
intersect the boundary at the point distant by r0
(r0<< l) from the nearest triple junction (Fig. 6). Also,
let denote the angle between the crack plane and
the amorphous intergranular boundary (see Fig. 6).
The local stresses near the crack tip in the solid
under a tensile load initiate intergrain sliding that
results in formation of an immobile dislocation at
the nearest triple junction. The dislocation shields
the crack tip and thus increases fracture toughness.
Bobylev et al. [95,103] have calculated the effect of the intergrain-sliding-produced dislocation at
a GB or amorphous intergranular boundary (Fig. 6)
on the fracture toughness KIC of a nanocrystalline
solid. The dependences of the ratio KIC/ K IC (where
K IC is the fracture toughness for brittle fracture, as
above) on the angle , for r0 = 5 nm, are presented
in Fig. 7a, for nanocrystalline 3C-SiC. From this figure it follows that the local fracture toughness KIC
reaches its maximum value when the boundary plane
(and thereby the Burgers vector of the dislocation)
T Xfg
[XTaZXbY
Te
bhaW/(pjg
[g
[XWe
XV
g
babY
crack growth. This is related to the fact that the
shear stress acting in the boundary plane is maximum when the plane makes the angle /(pjg
[
the direction of crack growth. The dependence of
KIC on the distance r0 between the dislocation and
the crack tip, for = 70p, is presented in Fig. 7b.
From this figure it follows that at r0 = 1 nm, disloca-
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Fig. 7. Dependence of the ratio KIC/ K IC in the case of edge dislocation located near crack tip in 3C-SiC on
(a) angle made by the Burgers vector (or boundary plane) with crack growth direction, for r0 = 5 nm; and (b)
distance r0 between the crack tip and the dislocation, for 5/(pIXce
bWhV
XWY
e
b R
1-Sjg
[cXe f
fba

tion formation leads to the increase of KIC by 30%.
This effect is significant, but the increase in KIC rapidly falls with increasing r0. A similar analysis (combined from the analysis of lattice dislocation emission from crack tips in nanocrystalline solids originally performed in works [74,75]) has also been later
performed in paper [106].
Now consider the situation where the
nanocrystalline solid is strained at a higher temperature (T>TGBD), at which GB diffusion is activated
but grain growth is suppressed. In this case, GB
sliding can be accommodated by GB dislocation
climb (Fig. 8). At the first stage of the accommodation, a triple junction dislocation (produced by
intergrain sliding (Fig. 8b) climbs along a GB adjacent to the triple junction (Fig. 8c). Then, a new
dislocation is formed due to intergrain sliding at the
triple junction located near the crack tip, and, as a
result, the crack tip blunts (Fig. 8d). The processes
of GB dislocation climb and intergrain-sliding-produced formation of GB dislocations consequently
occur resulting in dramatic blunting of the crack
=Zf0V
t0Y
Crack blunting in the course of plastic deformation leads to an increase in the fracture toughness
of the nanocrystalline solid. The expression for the

Fig. 8. GB sliding is accommodated through climb
of grain boundary dislocations. GB sliding near a
crack tip produces triple junction dislocations. These
dislocations climb away, in which case GB sliding
is enhanced and leads to the blunting of the crack.
Reproduced from [103]. Copyright 2010, with
permission from Elsevier.

*

fracture toughness K IC in the case of crack blunting associated with accommodated GB sliding is
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as follows [103]:
2
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= - arctanu, p is the cohesive strength, DGB is the GB diffusion coefficient, d denotes grain size, b 0.1
0
nm is the magnitude of the Burgers vector of GB dislocations, is plastic strain, specifies strain rate, k
is the Boltzmann constant, and T designates absolute temperature.
*
The dependences of fracture toughness K IC on grain size d at various temperatures have been calculated
in paper [103], for the case of nanocrystalline Al. However, apparently, the qualitative results given by these
dependences can also be extended to the case of nanocrystalline ceramics. It appeared that fracture
toughness in the case of accommodated GB sliding dramatically (3 to 5 times) increases as the grain size
decreases by a factor of 1.5 or the temperature increases by 30 degrees. The effect of crack blunting on
*
fracture toughness K IC is essential only in the case of small grain sizes (that is, in the situation where grain
size is smaller than a critical size dc). At d = dc fracture toughness approaches its lowest value K IC that
corresponds to the case of brittle fracture and does not alter with a further increase in the grain size d. The
reason is that with an increase in grain size d, GB dislocation climb becomes too slow to fully accommodate
intergrain sliding and can no more promote fast crack blunting and associated increase in fracture toughness
*
K IC .
Another mechanism of fracture toughness enhancement in nanocrystalline ceramics is associated with
rotational deformation, that is, deformation accompanied by a change in the orientation of crystal planes in
grains. Rotational deformation can occur under the action of local shear stresses in the vicinities of crack
tips and results in their partial relaxation that increases fracture toughness.
Within model [107], special rotational deformation in a nanograin occurs under the action of the applied
stress through the formation of immobile disclinations located in the triple junctions of the boundaries of this
nanograin (Fig. 9). In the course of rotational deformation disclination strength increases due to GB sliding
and diffusion (Fig. 9). GB sliding is realized via glide of GB dislocations that form and GBs AB and CD and
slip along these GBs under the action of the applied load. Simultaneously, GB diffusion induces GB dislocation
climb along GBs AC and BD (Fig. 9). As a result, at the GBs AC and BD two dislocation walls of opposite
signs are formed. These walls of edge dislocations can be approximated as a quadrupole of wedge
disclinations [107] situated at the triple junctions A, B, C, and D (Fig. 9).
Within the model under consideration, Morozov et al. [107] have calculated the critical stress intensity
factor (created by the remote tensile load) for crack growth in the presence of rotational deformation in a
rectangular nanograin near a crack tip. Fracture toughness was calculated through averaging of the critical
stress intensity factor over various orientations and aspect ratios of grain side lengths. The calculations
[107] demonstrated that the ratio KIC/ K IC of the fracture toughness KIC in the presence of rotational deformation
to the toughness K IC of brittle fracture does not depend on materials parameters and is approximately
equal to 1.12. That is, rotational deformation can increase facture toughness by approximately 12%. Just
the same analysis of fracture toughness (but without averaging over various orientations and aspect ratios
of grain sides) was later performed in work [108].

4.7. Cooperative grain boundary sliding and migration process as a toughening
mechanism
One more mechanism of fracture toughness enhancement in nanocrystalline ceramics has been proposed
in work [109]. This mechanism represents GB sliding accommodated by GB migration [110]. In this case
the defects created by GB sliding are partially accommodated by the defects created in the course of GB
migration. The geometry of this deformation mechanism is shown in Fig. 10. (Note that Fig. 1 of paper [109]
describing the geometry of this mechanism contains a mistake in crack tip location. Analysis in work [109]
is performed for the geometry shown in Fig. 10 of the present paper.)
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Fig. 9. Rotational deformation in model square grains of a nanocrystalline specimen (schematically). (a)
K
XafXWXY
be Tg
babY
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e
l
f
g
T aXf
cXV Xa>XaXe
TiXj UtXIbg
Tg
baTWXY
be Tg
baaTaTabZe
Ta
occurs through slip and climb of GB dislocations and results in the formation of a quadrupole of immobile
disclinations (triangles) whose strengths gradually increase during the formation process. Reproduced from
[107], with permission from Elsevier.

Fig. 10a depicts a two-dimensional section of a
deformed nanocrystalline specimen. Within the
model [109,110], GB sliding occurs under the applied shear stress and transforms the initial configuration I of GBs (Fig. 10b) into configuration II
(Fig. 10c). GB sliding is assumed to be accommodated, in part, by emission of lattice dislocations
from triple junctions (Fig. 10c). Besides, following
[111,112], GB sliding results in the formation of a
dipole of wedge disclinations A and C in configuration II (Fig. 10c) characterized by strengths s ,
whose magnitude is equal to the tilt misorientation
of the GB AB. The disclination dipole AC has an
arm (the distance between the disclinations) equal
to the magnitude x of the relative displacement of
grains (Fig. 10c).
We further assume [109] that, in parallel with
GB sliding, stress-driven GB migration occurs as
well, so that the stress fields of defects created by
GB sliding are, in part, accommodated by the defects created by GB migration. In the case shown

in Fig. 10, the migration of the grain boundary AB
into another position DE (by a distance y) results in
the formation of a quadrupole of wedge disclinations
with the strengths s at the points A, B, D, and E
[109]. The disclination with the strength + appearing
at the point A due to GB sliding and the disclination
with the strength - appearing at the same point
due to GB migration annihilate. The annihilation
results in the disclination configuration shown in Fig.
10d. Thus, the cooperative GB sliding and migration
process transforms the initial configuration I (Fig.
10b) into the final configuration III (Fig. 10d)
characterized by two disclination dipoles CD and
BE (Fig. 10d).
The calculations performed in [109] for
nanocrystalline Ni, for = 2 /3, d = 15 nm, p = 0
and various values of , has given the following
results. It appeared that the length x of GB sliding
has an equilibrium value (corresponding to an energy
minimum) at any values of . At the same time, the
equilibrium length of GB migration has a nonvanishing
value only at > c, where c 21pat KIC = K IC . At
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Fig. 10. Grain boundary deformation processes in nanocrystalline specimen near a crack tip. (a) General
view. (b) Initial configuration I of grain boundaries. (c) Configuration II results from pure grain boundary
sliding. Dipole of disclinations AC is generated due to grain boundary sliding. (d) Configuration III results
from cooperative grain boundary sliding and migration process. Two disclination dipoles CD and BE are
generated due to this cooperative process. Reproduced from [109], with a modification in figure (a) described
in the text. Copyright 2011, with permission from Elsevier.

< c the equilibrium length of GB migration equals
zero. This means that the cooperative GB sliding
and migration are energetically favored if the absolute
value of the disclination strength exceeds a critical value, which depends on the applied load (more
precisely, on the stress intensity factor created by
the applied load). If the disclination strength is
smaller than the critical value, GB sliding without
GB migration is energetically favored. Similar results
have been obtained for nanocrystalline ceramic 3CSiC.
8fb FiWw
ko et al. [109] calculated and
analyzed the effect of the cooperative GB sliding
and migration on the fracture toughness of
nanocrystalline solids. The calculation for
nanocrystalline 3C-SiC with grain size d = 15 nm
provided the following results. The ratio KIC/ K IC of
the fracture toughness KIC in the presence of GB
sliding and migration to the fracture toughness K IC
for brittle fracture at = 45p
, 30p
, and 15pis equal
to 1.68, 1.96, and 3.40, respectively, for an intragrain
crack, and to 1.63, 1.90, and 3.65, respectively, for
a GB crack. Thus, the mechanism suggested in

[109] can dramatically increase the fracture toughness of nanocrystalline ceramics.
9XfWXfFiWwbet al. [109] have calculated the
dependences of fracture toughness in the presence

Fig. 11. Normalized critical stress intensity factor
KIC/ K IC vs grain size d, in the case of a grain
boundary crack in nanocrystalline Ni and 3C-SiC.
Reproduced from [109]. Copyright 2011, with
permission from Elsevier.
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of cooperative GB sliding and migration on grain
size. The dependences KIC/ K IC on grain size d for
nanocrystalline Ni and nanocrystalline ceramic 3CSiC are shown in Fig. 11 for = 30p
. As follows
from Fig. 11, for 3C-SiC an increase in grain size
from 10 to 100 nm leads to a decrease of the ratio
KIC/ K IC from 1.99 to 1.64. This tendency allows us
to conclude that the cooperative GB sliding and
migration mechanism is most effective in fracture
toughness enhancement precisely in nanocrystalline
ceramics at finest grain sizes.
Concluding remarks. Thus, the review in the
present section demonstrates that various specific
toughening micromechanisms associated with
nanoscale plastic deformation in nanoceramics can
increase their fracture toughness via a decrease of
local stresses near crack tips. The
micromechanisms associated with GB deformation
are expected to be most effective in fracture
toughness enhancement in nanoceramics.

5. SUMMARY
Thus, we have reviewed experimental data, computer
simulations, and theoretical models concerning both
crack growth processes and toughening
mechanisms/strategies in nanocrystalline ceramics.
The key conclusions based on the review are as
follows. The structural features and phase content
cause significant effects on crack growth in
nanoceramics. The toughening mechanisms in
nanoceramics comprise both the conventional
mechanisms typical of ceramics with various grain
sizes and the mechanisms characteristic of
precisely nanocrystalline ceramics. The
coaiXagbaT g
bhZ[XaaZ XV[Taf ftWhVgX
phase toughening, fiber toughening and
g
e
TafY
be Tgbag
bhZ[XaaZthave their analogs
operating in microcrystalline ceramics [10]. The
most effective approaches to create ceramic
nanocomposites with high fracture toughness appear
to be the implantation of single-wall carbon
nanotubes in ceramics or of the use of
nanocrystalline zirconia as one of the components
of ceramic nanocomposites. The toughening
micromechanisms based on nanoscale plastic flow
modes specific for nanocrystalline materials include,
in particular, GB sliding, the rotations of crystal
planes in nanograins, GB migration and GB diffusion.
The results of the reviewed theoretical models/calculations demonstrate that the strongest effect on
the fracture toughness of nanoceramics is due to
GB sliding and cooperative GB sliding and migration. These plastic deformation modes operating
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near crack tips can increase the fracture toughness
of nanoceramics by a factor of 2 to 3, compared to
the toughness of brittle fracture.
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